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                  Plumage Body Feathers, Dyed & Natural Per Package

                  Plumage Body Feathers, Dyed & Natural Per Package 

Schuman Feathers offer a nice variety of plumage feathers; Turkey Plumage Dyed T-Base, Peacock Plumage, Pheasant Plumage, Guinea Plumage(Dyed and Natural), Ringneck Almonds, all at a wholesale price here in the USA. Ships from Miami, Florida with quick delivery time. 


Popular for: Earrings, jewelry, hair accessories, crafting, confetti, invitation inserts and much more!
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                  Peacock Feathers - Natural, Dyed, Plumage, Stem Dyed

                  Wholesale Peacock Feathers - Natural, Dyed, Plumage, Stem Dyed

Schuman Feathers offers a wide variety of NATURAL and DYED peacock feathers to buy at a wholesale price, with QUICK SHIPPING right here in the USA. Give us a call for bulk orders.

Peacock birds molt once a year after mating season. Each Peacock sheds around 200 feathers each year. Feathers range from body plumage feathers to the well known "eyed" tail feathers, sword tails and wing feathers. Peacock feathers are popular for fashion, Halloween weddings, costumes, jewelry, home decor and much more.

Check out our Pinterest page for some examples: https://www.pinterest.com/schumanfeathers/peacock-feathers/
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                  Turkey Feathers, Wing Quills, Marabou, Boas, Wholesale

                   Turkey Feathers, Wing Quills, Marabou, Boas, Wholesale, Turkey Rounds,

Schuman Feathers offers a wide variety of Turkey Feathers at a wholesale price right here in the USA, with quick delivery time. Give us a call for bulk orders!

 Today, Turkey feathers are used for many different occasions such as, head dresses, Fletching on arrows, quill pens, fishing, costumes, jewelry, fashion and more. Turkey Feathers have been used by people for hundreds of years. Quill pens have dated back as early as the 2nd Century BC but became widely popular in the 15th Century. 
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                  Wholesale Ostrich Feathers:  Wing Plumes, Drabs, Feather Fringe, Boas, Spads, Nandu

                  Wholesale Ostrich Feathers: Wing Plumes, Drabs, Fringes, Boas, Spads, Nandu

At a wholesale cost with Fast Shipping in the USA, buy our Ostrich Drabs, Femina, Spads, Wing Plumes, Fringe, Boas, Nandu and discounted damaged feathers in bulk for Centerpieces, Carnival, Weddings and more!


Ostrich Feathers are very elegant and have a graceful flow. The body feathers which are commonly known as drab feathers come in a variety of colors and sizes ranging from 4 inches to over 17 inches. They have many uses such as; Feather Dusters, Fashion, Quill Pens, Millinery, Jewelry and many other uses. The Wing Feathers are a larger, wider feather that are clipped off the wing of the ostrich. The tendrils are wider and tend to have more of a flow versus the drab feathers. They range in length from 14 inches long to around 30 inches in length. Wing Plumes are commonly used for Table Centerpieces, Carnival Costumes, Millinery, and Home Decor.

Check out our Pinterest page for different uses of our Ostrich Feathers:  https://www.pinterest.com/schumanfeathers/diy-wedding-ideas/

https://www.pinterest.com/schumanfeathers/carnival-feathers/
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                  Wholesale Pheasant Feathers:  Dyed, Natural, Long, Short, Ringneck, Lady Amherst, Silver, Reeves, Venery

                  Wholesale Pheasant Feathers:  Dyed, Natural, Long, Short, Ringneck, Lady Amherst, Silver, Reeves, Venery. Schuman Feathers offers a wide variety of NATURAL  & DYED Pheasant feathers to buy with FAST SHIPPING right here in the USA! (305) 651-6226 .  Customers buy & use these for floral, weddings, decor, costume, dance, and so much more!


Pheasant Feathers come in many different shapes, sizes and colors. The main types of pheasant are Ring Neck Pheasant, Silver, Lady Amherst, and Reeves pheasant. Each bird offers a unique design of feathers ranging from plumage or body feathers, to long tail feathers dyed or natural.

Check out our Pinterest page for different uses of Pheasant Feathers:  https://www.pinterest.com/schumanfeathers/pheasant-feathers/

Pheasant Feathers became popular during the Edwardian Era. They were known for using an entire Pheasant pelt on their hats. In the early 1900's Feather hats were extremely popular in America which led to over 80,000 people being employed to keep up with the millinery industry.  Currently, Pheasant Feathers are used for; Millinery, Fashion, Aztec Dancers, Home Decor, Art, Fly Tying, and much more!
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                  Goose Biot Feathers

                  


Schuman Feathers offers an array of colored goose biots to buy at a wholesale price. People have been using Goose Feathers all over the world for hundreds of years. Goose Biots are the stiff part of the wing feathers that  range between 4-8 inches long. Biots have a wide variety of uses such as; Fly Tying, Feather Fashion, Costumes, Jewelry, and arts and crafts. .

*Please note that the metallic biots cannot be bent due to the metallic spray that has been applied.

Check out our Pinterest page for some neat ideas using biot feathers: https://www.pinterest.com/schumanfeathers/craft-items/
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                  Feather Boas

                  Feather Boas come in a variety of styles.  The most popular feather boas are:

- Ostrich:  Couture Fashion

- Chandelle:  Party!

- Marabou:  Elegant Trims

- Turkey Ruff:  1920's Flappers

Feather boas have so many uses.  Trims, pageants, parties and couture are a few segments feather boas have a major presence in.


First used in the late 1700's and early 1800's, feather boas reflect the glamour and prestige of the classic days!

Check out our Pinterest page for DIY projects with Chandelle boas: https://www.pinterest.com/schumanfeathers/feather-decoration/

Check out our Pinterest page for DIY projects with Ostrich boas: https://www.pinterest.com/schumanfeathers/diy-crafting-with-feathers/

Check out our Pinterest page for DIY projects with Marabou boas: https://www.pinterest.com/schumanfeathers/turkey-feathers/
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                  Marabou Feathers

                  Marabou Feathers

Located in Miami with quick shipping, Schuman Feathers offers an array of colored marabou feathers to buy at a wholesale price, right here in the USA. Call (305)651-6226 for bulk pricing.

Marabou Feathers are the soft down part of the Turkey and often replaces fur in the fashion industry. Marabou Feathers have been used as early as the Eighteenth Century being used to make feather boas and trimmings. Currently Marabou is most popular for it's clothing garments, feather boas, millinery and jewelry.

Check out some marabou uses on our Pinterest page:  https://www.pinterest.com/schumanfeathers/turkey-feathers/
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                  Goose Nagoires - Goose Feathers, Soft Feathers, by the yard

                  Goose Nagoires - Goose Feathers, Soft Feathers, by the yard

Goose Nagoire feathers are 5-7 inches long and sold per yard with many color options and ship from Miami, Florida with FAST SHIPPING all at a wholesale price.

The feathers have a stiff quill with an ultra soft feather that ranges between 5-7 inches long and 1 1/2 to 2 inches wide. People have been using Goose Feathers all over the world for hundreds of years. Goose feathers range from a fluffy down to a stiff, wiry feather and come in natural and colored tones.

Check out our Pinterest page for some inspiring ideas using goose nagoires: https://www.pinterest.com/schumanfeathers/nagorie-feathers/

 The uses of goose feathers can be found in different areas of decoration such as fashion, millinery, jewelry, angel wings and much more! 
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                  Rooster Feathers - Schlappen, to buy by the yard and bulk

                  Rooster Feathers - Schlappen, to buy by the yard and bulk 

Rooster Schlappen is a beautiful, fluffy feather found on the rooster between the saddle hackle and the stiffer cocktail feathers.

Schlappen comes in many styles and is used for various things such as; Fly tying, Jewelry, Head Dresses, Costumes, Hair Accessories, Feather Fashion and more!
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                  Stripped Cocktails - Rooster Feathers, Stripped Coque, 8-10 inches, Eyelash Feathers, by the yard

                  Stripped Cocktails - Rooster Feathers, Stripped Coque, 8-10 inches, Eyelash Feathers, by the yard

Stripped cocktails, also known as eyelash feathers are rooster feathers that have been stripped along the quill, leaving the top of the feather untouched. Our stripped cocktails are 8-10 inches long with 300-350 feathers in each yard.

Stripped cocktails are extremely popular for Millinery and are often seen on Kentucky Derby Hats.

#Kentucky #Derby #Hat #Feathers #Millinery #DIY
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                  Rooster Saddle Feathers - Saddle Hackle to buy by the yard or bulk

                  Rooster Saddle Feathers - Saddle Hackle to buy by the yard or bulk

Our wholesale feathers ship quickly from Miami, Florida. Give us a call for bulk orders! 

Saddle Hackle are the feather in the neck area of roosters. Hackle feathers are 4-6 inches long, fine, and often brightly colored.  The most popular uses for hackle feathers are Costumes, jewelry, millinery, dance attire, and fashion.

See some examples on our Pinterest page: https://www.pinterest.com/schumanfeathers/hackle-feathers/
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                  Feather Headpieces

                  These hand made feather headpieces are individually designed and crafted making them truly one of a kind. Each headpiece is adorned with custom dyed feathers, pendants, medallions, gems and crystals. Be the star at your next music festival, carnival, party or event!
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